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Three Grand
intern for Rep. Hoekstra

Student Life Fee helps
cover concert expenses

By Chris Olsen
Staff Writer

By Lori Gruntman
Staff Writer

Freshman Congressm an
Peter Hoekstra (R-Holland)
was at Grand Valley State
University for a luncheon Jan.
25, to recognize the appoint
ment of three internship posi
tions in his West Michigan
District offices.
Three Grand Valley stu
dents, Thomas Piaget of Hol
land, James Lacey of Fennville,
and MargaretKolkof Fremont
have been working for the
Congressman since Jan. 13.
The interns assist district
staff members in answering
constituent questions and in
the daily administrative du
ties.
The internship positions
were made available to politi
cal science majors who main
tain at least a 3.0 grade point
average in their major and
were further evaluated in per
sonal interviews. Six credits
will be received by the interns
upon completion of the in
ternship.
'These three individuals will
be an asset to the offices in the
district," said Representative

Cable pirated
in Robinson
By Dale Waltz
Staff Writer
A case of cable theft in
Robinson Hall was discovered
and reported in January.
Upon entering the
engineer's room where the
cable connections are located,
a custodian found cable tele
vision hooked up illegally to
10 rooms. The custodian then
unhooked those cables, ac
cording to the police report
Approximately one week
later, on Jan. 19, the custodian
found the door to the engineer
room broken into and eight of
the 10 initial rooms were re
hooked. Three additional
rooms were also found to be
hooked with cable, one whose
occupants didn't even own a
television.
C-Tech, the cable company
supplying Robinson Hall, is
pressing charges for breaking
and entering and piracy. Pi
racy is the unauthorized use of
acopyrighted and/or patented
product
The suspects include all oc
cupants of the rooms where
the cable was illegally hooked.
The case is still under inves
tigation.

FHOTO BY DAN OVINC

Rep. Hoekstra attended a luncheon at Kirldiofon January 25 to honor
his three new interns. (LtoR) political science professor James
Thompson, interns Margaret Kolk and James Lacey, Hoekstra, intern
Thomas Piaget, Student Senate president Len Van Popering and
President Arent D. Lubbers.
Hoekstra. "I know that their
interest, education, and en
ergy will be well-used in serv
ing the the needs of West
Michigan residents."
Thomas Piaget, an intern at
the Holland office, said that
Representative Hoekstra has
taken a "real interest" in the
internship program.
GVSU political science pro

fessor James Thompson ex
plained the value of the intemship program; 'internship op
portunities such as this provide
Grand Valley students with a
perspective cmpoliticaloffice that
no textbook can convey."
The new Congressional in
ternship program will be avail
able each semester to political
science majors.

A ccording to the Bryan
Adams concert report from
Sound Spectrum Concert Pro
ductions, a total of5,364 tickets
were sold, bringing in a revenue
of $78,971.
Money from tire Student Life
Fee picked up the rest of what
ticket sales did not cover for the
approximately $96,422 concert.
The Student Life Fee covered
approximately $21,000. Last
year, $60,000of the Student Life
Fee was returned unspent.
The concert-was originally
proposed as a $75,000 produc
tion. The report stated some
reasons that the expenses ex
ceeded the forecasted budget:
1) the show was much bigger
than initially planned
2) GVSU union, maintenance,
and custodial staff require
double time pay on Sundays
3) Mr. Big's fee was not in the
original budget
4) a generator was rented be
cause of a lack of electrical re
quirements in the arena
5) no service charge was
charged for the box office
6) a stage was rented.

According to Kathy Bolton
of Sound Spectrum, the con
cert would have broken even
if thestudentticket prices were
$15, as originally projected.
Sound Spectrum chose to
keep the cost to studentsdown
and let the Student Life Fee
work for them, said Bolton.
Tickets were sold at $12 each
for Grand Valley students, $20
each for non-students, and $25
each for the better seats (119 of
these were available).
Sixty-eight percent of the
tickets, a total of 3,613, were
sold to Grand Valley students.
Non-students purchased 1,751
tickets.
One hundred and four tick
ets were listed as not sold.
Including those 104 seats,
415 seats were considered'
"dead," due to conflicts r e
suiting in bad seating.
Expenses for the concert
consisted of contracts for
Adams ($35,000) and his
opening act Mr. Big ($7,500);
equipment such as chair rental,
lights, and scaffolding; labor
such as maintenance, ambu
lance, police, student security,
and student ushers; food serPlease see FEE, p. 4
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First campus alcohol
incident of '93 reported
By Dale Waltz
Staff Writer

b

A Grand Valley student
was arrested on a charge of
operating under die influ*
ence of alcohol on campus,
Jan. 24 around 2 a.m.
A campus police officer
pulled die student over af
ter he saw her driving er
ratically and hitting the
curb, according to the re
port.
She denied drinking and
was unable to produce a
driver's license.

After smelling alcohol on
her breath, die officer admin
istered several sobriety tests
and a breathalyzer.
She registered a .14 on die
breathalyzer test; in Michi
gan, .10 is considered legally
drunk.
She was ticketed for oper
ating under the influence of
alcohol and operating with
out a license.
She was transported to die
Ottawa County Jail.
This is die first reported al
cohol-related incident on
campus in 1993.

GVSU selected to
assess community
service needs
Grand Valley State Univer
sity has been aw arded a
$35,000grant from die Michi
gan Comm unity Service
Commission to explore
whether a new youth volun
teer program can be estab
lished in Grand Rapids.
The grant announcement
was maideby Michelle Engler,
chair of Michigan Commu
nity Service Commission,
during a community forum
at the Eberhard Center on
Grand Valley'sGrand Rapids
campus.
GVSU will study the inno
vative "City Year" Program
in Boston, where youngadults
ages 17-22, from diverse so
cial, economic, and ethnic
backgrounds, work in a vari
ety of community service
projects for one year.
"The Grand Rapids area has
demonstrated its commit
ment to community service
for many years," noted
Engler. "I am pleased that
this grant to study the City
Year program will expand
community service opportu
nities foryoung adults in West
Michigan."
Forum participants were
welcomed to GVSU by Presi
dent Arend D. Lubbers, who
noted that Grand Valley's ex
ploration of the City Year
Program was initiated by
GVSU trustee Judith S.
Hooker.
Boston's City Year co-di

rector Alan Khazei and devel
opment director Mark Vasu,
Jr., expressed enthusiasm for
the expansion of the unique
community service program
founded in 1987.
Numbering some 50 partici
pants at its start, 240 students
are ciurendyactivdy involved
in Boston's City Year program.
That number is expected to
grow to 500 in die next two
years.
While working in the pro
gram, participants receive a
$100 per week stipend, work
ing in collaboration with non
profit agencies to staff com
munity service projects such
as: cleaning parks and school
yards; tutoring youngsters in
public schools; refurbishing
dilapidated homes, and more.
Once they have completed
the program, each participant
receives $5,000 which may be
used for a college scholarship.
For more information on the
GVSU study, contact Jean
Enright at 895-2180.
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Campus Crime, then and now
The federal government has enacted a new law to increase awareness of crime on college and
university campuses. The report of crimes considered to be a threat to students and employees will
appear in The Latithom once each month as reported by the GVSU D ept of Public Safety Services. For
additional information, call Public Safety at 895-3255.
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Drop off your Valentines at the Lanthom (located In Kirkhof basement)
Messages will be printed In the 19th Issue.
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Recycling
Reminders
Grand Valley's recy
cling program is several
years old and still grow
ing because of good par
ticipation and coopera
tion.
listed below are the
locations of building re
cycling centers on the
Allendale campus.
To make use of these
centers, follow the
guidelines th a t are
posted at each site.
GVSU faculty, staff
and students are also
welcome to bring items
collected at home for de
posit in the large, multi
bin containers conve
niently located off the
drive to the Service
Building.
O ffic e /C la s s ro o m
Buildings
WRI- S. entrance hall
way
CED- E. entrance hall
way
LMH- S. entrance
hallway
LSH- S. entrance hall
way
LHH- N. entrance
hallway
ray
ASH- N. entrance
hallway
JHZ-S.
entrance
ground floor
CFA- S. entrance
KC- Laker Landing &
Galley
LTT- W. stairw ell
ground floor
MAN- W. entrance &
E. hallway
COM- E. entrance
ground floor
MAK- S. entrance
FH- W. entrance

Signs of the season: emergency closing policy
Winter has arrived and se
vere winter weather is likely to
follow. The Grand Valley State
University emergency dosing
policy is as follows.
Grand Valley State Univer
sity will close all or part of its
operations only in case of ex
treme emergency caused by
im passable roads, violent
weather, energy loss, or other
conditions seriously endan
gering the health and safety of
students, faculty and staff.
Normally the Eberhard Center
will close only w hen the
Allendale campus is closed.
Announcement of dosing
will be made over the following
area stations. For a more de
tailed update on campus con
ditions and area roads, tune to
the Grand Valley State radio
stations, WGVU-FM 885 and
WGVU-AM1480. Every effort
will be made to make the de
rision to close so that the an
nouncement can be made over
the stations as early as pos
sible, but no later than 7 a m.
for daytime classes, and 3 p m

for evening classes.
Students, faculty and staff
should assume the university
is open unless they hear other
wise on the radio or television.
They are asked not to call the
Grand Valley State University
switchboard to ask about clos
ings, but instead to listen for
the information on foe radio
and tdevision.
RADIO
-Grand RapidsWOOD-AM1300
WMUS-FM107
WOOD-FM 105.7
WJFM-FM 93.7
WCUZ-AM1230
WFUR-FM 102.9
WCUZ-FM 101
WCSG-FM 91.3
WLAV-FM 97
WGRD-FM 97.9
WGVU-AM 1480
WODJ-FM1073
WGVU-FM 88.5
WKLQ-FM 945
-Grand HavenWGHN-AM1370
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The Dept, of Public Safety Services w ould like to rem ind
everyone of the overnight parking regulations on campus.
Section 2.10, Resident Parking, of the cam pus Traffic and
Parking O rdinance states, "No overnight parking in Lots C,
F, G, H, J, K, and L except with permission of the Director of
Public Safety Services. Parking between the hours of 3 a.m.
and 7 a.m. shall be considered overnight parking." Also,
"Parking overnight in Lots B, D & E (Resident Lots) shall
require a 'Reserved' resident perm it or tem porary perm it

On page three of Issue 16 of The Lanthorn, the
cap tio n on th e p h o to sh o u ld h av e re a d P hil
Brummel - Zoning Com m issioner, n o t Phil Brunnel.

Cancun
Spring Break
March 5-12, 1993
Enjoy the excitement and non-stop fun of Spring Break in
the tfi Resort destination.

Imperial Las Perlas

- Standard beachfront

140 room hotel on beach, nearest
to downtown with 2 sm al pools,
1bar and 1restaurant

Casa Maya -

T r in lo
m p ie

C cA Q

Quad $499

Beachfront Suites

327 rooms featiring 1-Bedroom Oceanview
SUtes with separate Iving roonVretigarator/
cable TV, 2 swimming poote, watereporte
faeffty, 3 bare 4 3 restaiiante.

Triple $679
Quad $599

O a s is C a n C U n - Deluxe Oceanfront

All night Longw/ this adl*
•Offer good
thru 2/13/93

965 room mega-resort on huge beach with 3
^ a n t pocte, temte c x x rts, 5 n ae iaL ra n te, m ini
golf course, beach dub a n d e n te rta in m e n t.

Trinle $719
•'
Q u a d

*
$ 0 0 9

Includes roundtrip air from Detroit (Friday e-.xpm departure),
7 nights hotel, transfers between Cancun Airport and
hotel, and services o f a local representative.
Prices are h US$, per person, plus $26
departure taxes, and vary by departure
date and hotel. Price reductions are
NON-RETROACTIVE. C harter Participant
Agreem ent Required.

■ m k b m I p k a a it e f
l l l B V l V 0 1 (1 1 1
i m t s n m a t i o n a l

See your local travel agent & the t1 Cancun operator In Michigan.

Jos& a S o u th
1 6 2 0 4 4 t h SW
J u s t W est o f B urlin g am e

expected to report:

-HollandWJQ-FM993 W H TC-A M
1450
WJQ-AM1260
WYXX-FM 96.1

Dept, of Public Safety
Servicess
Plant Services
Foodservice
Housing
Information Technol-

-MuskegonWMUS-AM1090
WKJR-AM1520
WMUS-FM 107
WSNX-FM1045
WQWQ-FM 101.7
WKBZ-AM 850

ogy

TELEVISION
WWMT—Channel 3
WOOD—Channel 8
WZZM—Channel 13
WGVU—Channel 35
WXMI—Channel 17
WGVK—Channel 52

Unless Grand Valley State is
officially closed, faculty mem
bers are expected to hold their
classes as usual. Individual
faculty members who wish to
cancel a class or other event
should do so only with per
mission of their dean. In such
cases, faculty members are re
sponsible for notifying stu
dents for each class they teach.
The media will announce only
complete closings, not cancel
lation of individual classes or
events.

When classes are canceled,
all staff are expected to report
for work unless foe closing announcement indicates that only
"essential staff" need report.
The following personnel are
considered essential and are

WGVU-AM/FM/TV
Eberhard
Center
Building Management
Field House Manage
ment
Library Services

Overnight parking restrictions

On-Campus Housing
Living Centers -7 sites
Dorms - 22 sites
Ravine Center multi-bin container

WGHN-FM 92.1

R oya l A m e ric a n Travel
616-784-1 787

P ro fe s s io n a l Travel
6 1 6 -7 8 4 -9 0 0 0

T r a v e l O u tle t
6 1 6-7 8 4 -8 9 2 2

A s p e n Travel
6 1 6 - 7 8 5 -9 6 1 0

issued by the Dept, of Public Safety Services." D uring snow
removal periods, any vehicle found to be in violation of the
Ordinance will be subject to im poundm ent. Any questions
should be referred to the Dept, of Public Safety Services at
Extension 3255.
Overnight parking is also prohibited at the Eberhard Cen
ter in the Reserved Lot, the South Lot and the West Lot
except w ith perm ission of the Building M anagem ent Office
at 771-6700.

FOR ONE WEEK ONL
Computer Demonstrations in the
University Bookstore at the
Kirkhof Center from 10am to 3pm.

Tuesday February 0th A S
Data Storage Marketing^
Wednesday February 10th
Apple Computer Inc.
Thursday February 11th
IBM C o r p ^
Friday February 12th
Zenith Data Systems
Representitives will be on hand
to give assistance in answering
questions.

For a complete catalog of
computers and prices,
contact the Micro
Computer Store at 225
Manitou #895-2130
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vice; advertising; and other
miscellaneous expenses.
In comparison, Grand Val
ley hosted a Chicago concert
in October of1989. Of the 4,983
available seats for that con
cert, only 3,117 were sold. The
Chicago concert suffered a loss
of $15,000. All new people
were involved in the Bryan
Adams concert.
In die 1970s before the Field
House wasbuilt, concerts that
came to Grand Valley were
held in the Dome and were

put on by Dome Productions.
Some of die concerts held in
the Dome were Sha Na Na,
Carly Simon, the Steve Miller
Band, Count Basie, die Eagles,
Genesis, Kansas, Aerosmith,
Frank Zappa, Ted Nugent, Pe
ter Frampton, Bob Seger, Peter
Gabriel, and Styx.
In 1978, the Dome's roof col
lapsed, and the Field House
was built in its place in 1982.
The Field House has housed
such concerts as Willie Nelson,
Eddie Money, Amy Grant,

Petra, New
Edition,
Michael W.
Smith, Bob
H ope, the
Beach Boys,
th e Roman
tics, and Chi
cago.

The Romantics,
left, and Bryan
Adams, right,
have both
performed at
Grand Valley,
with Adams
visiting just last
fall.

SAY IT
WITH...

en
Delivery
Available!

Sharon Wfaraum & Rick Schulte
8:30-5:30 Mon-Fri Sal 8:30-4:00

• VALLEY N.W.
CORNER OF FULTON W.
W BLOCK EAST OF
JOHN BALL PARK ZOO

OBSESSION IS THE ULTIMATE W EAPON.

A/P achievem ent award
nominations being accepted
Nominations are being ac
cepted for the 1992-93 Adminis tra tiv e /P ro fe s s io n a l
Achievement Award. The
award is presented each year
of the A / r staff who has con
tributed significandy to the in
stitution.
Qualifications for the award
include outstanding perfor
mance, personal ana profes
sional growth, cooperation
with other units on campus,
contributions to the university
as a whole, and interpersonal

skills and relationships.
President Lubbers will
present the award at the an
nual A /P luncheon, to be held
on April 14.
To nominate a candidate, fill
out a nomination and return it
to Daniel Karpanty, 189 Field
House, by Marai5. Forms were
sent to each A /P staff member,
but additional copies are avail
able from Human Resources,
at 2215.
For more information, con
tact Karpanty at 3265.

O nly 1 m ile
East o f GVSU

JEFF BRIDGES KIEFER SUTHERLAND NANCY TRAVIS
(

20 visits
fo r $50.00

OPENS FEBRUARY 5th AT THEATRES EVERYWHERE

Iraqi article uninformed

Judging p eople by
sexual preference unfair
I was reading the newspaper
the other day when this cartoon
struck nw as incredibly ironic. It
was a picture of a dead soldier,
The caption read, "This soldier
died for our country. He was
gay. Now we don't want to
acknowledge him."
It is widely known that many
are opposea to gays in the mili
tary or anywhere for that mat
ter. Just recently we've heard of
a military officer of many years
being forced to resign because
of sexual preference. There are
gay bashing stories in just about
every newspaper, and regular
conversation is constantly in
flicted with "gay" jokes.
I think that this-cartoon, as
satirical as it may seem, is the
epidemy of or society's igno
rance. Who is to say that a gay
man (or woman for that matter)
is not equally capable of stand
ing or fighting for our country,
holding office or doing any other
job that a heterosexual does? Is
there any evidence that states
gay people are incapable of
normal activities or feelings?
No? Then why do we continue
to discriminate, afflict bodily
harm and ostracize gay rights? I
think that the basis of this
problem starts with ignorance
and continues with prejudice.
According to gossip and ru
mors, gays carry AIDS, molest
children and are totally immoral.
Where do we get our facts? The
truth is there are no facts, just
rumors.
A quote that I recently read in
a magazine justly incorporates
the morality of homosexuality.
"One should no more deplore
homosexuality than left hand
edness. Homosexual affection
can be as selfless as heterosexual
affection, and therefore we can
not see that it is in some way
morally worse."

just because of sexual preference gays are being notea as not
wortfySioughtofepiesentour
country. Why? Tney do the
same jobs the rest of us do.
Whatabout the man who was a
highly ranked military general,
and received many honors
before it was known mat he was
ray and forced to resign. Why?
Did this make his accomplish
ments any less great? No? Then
why was he forced to resign?
Hopefully with these questions
people will open their minds and
see the point.
In dosing, I would like to ask,
'Who are we, the heterosexuals,
to make judgment on something
thatis unknown to us?' Itwould
seem that it is almost as senseless
as judging a person's musical
preference. As a heterosexual
female, I can see the folly in
which we judge "the others,"so
why can't anyone else.
The U.S. is supposed to sepa
rate church from state, so why
do we continue to uphold be
liefs within our society and government? Open your eyes
people. Everyone does some
thing that disturbs others, and
no one likes to be put down for
that affliction.
So the next time you decide to
cut down someone's sexual
preference remember how it
feels when someone cuts you
down. Smoking, drinking, drug
use, casual sex, swearing ana
even in some sense, closed
minded ness is looked on as
morally wrong in our society.
Yet, at some tim e or other most
of us have done one or alUjf the
above. So don'tmake judgments
on a person's sexual preference,
because there are many things
people can make judgments on
about you.
C.Buchanan

Room m ates from hell

oy XNicoie ouman
Staff Writer

z

The points of view expressed in this section do not
necessarily reflect the opinions of the staffs of The
Lanthom or of Grand Valley State University.
Letters to the Editor should be 500 words or less,
and The Lanthom reserves the right to edit for content,
space, and readability.
Submissions may be dropped off in The Lanthom
office, downstairs Kirkhof Center, or should be sent to
the following address:
Grand Valley State University
The Lanthom- "Letters to the Editor"
One College Landing
Allendale, Ml 49401
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Editorial Phone 895-3120
B usin ess Phone 895-3608
FA X 895-3700
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James Goode, History

FRANKLY
speaking
with Frank Buscemi
MEDIA VS. AMERICA?
All too soon it was morning.
I dragged myself out of bed
and made my way for the liv
ing room. After toying with the
TV for several m inutes I
dropped myself onto the couch.
I buzzed from channel to
channel trying to find
Sportscenter on ESPN. I found
some channel in the mid-for
ties with some writers and
critics talking about the reasons
for society's faults. I stopped to
inquire.
I was actually surprised at
some of the things that these
people were saying.
They were offended at TV
shows, movies, music, technol
ogy and everything else along
those lines. They blamed the
eminent demise of society on
the media.
They said that over 80 per
cent of the music released to
day was "garbage."
They criticized the recent
Steve Martin movie, Leap of
Faith, for its depiction of a
crooked con-artist preacher.
They criticized movies for
their depiction of incest, vio
lence, murder and other vio

Sarah Stinson
Jennifer Wigger
■

DC
0

will somehow take care of
themselves and get rid of
Saddam Hussein!) Next he
points to Iraqi 'loyalty to Al
lah" as somehow a source of
strengthforSaddam. Doesone
normally talk about 'loyalty"
to God? Everyone in Iraq
knows, what Mr. Babbitt ap
parently does not, thatSaddam
Hussein is the most secular of
leaders and that he will get
precious little mileage out of
any attempt to present himself
as a devout Muslim. Perhaps
SaddamHusseindoes view the
United States like an old
Western,butBabbitt views Iraq
like and old "Eastern," com
plete
w ith
m entally
imbalanced leader and hordes
of religious fanatics. Need I
say more? But what bothers
me most is his flippancy at the
conclusion, suggesting we
should join in some kind of
primalchantwhileour military
bombs Iraq back into the Stone
Age.
This is a serious subject,
surely it deserves a more
thoughtful discussion.

Sherry Peaks
Beth Grienke

lent crimes.
They blamed the lack of re
spect that kids have for their
parents on "The Simpsons."
They especially criticized
Madonna for her recent book
and grouped it into the prob
lems that obscenity and por
nography cause.
I then began to think. The
Simpsons satirize the faults of
society in a comical, entertain
ing manner that deserved much
praise. Movies are mainly fic
tion, a sort of mental fantasy of
the writers and actors. In fact,
most movies are too far fetched
to actually be considered detri
mental to society, like the Steven
Seagal films. However, there
are elements depicted in mov
ies that are the reasons for
society's downfall.
For in
stance, the government frauds
and scandals, crooked law en
forcement officials, con-artist
evangelists, murder, incest, etc.,
etc.
These things happen in ev
eryday life, quite frequently
actually. Do these "critics" and
"experts" really think that we're
Please see MEDIA, p. 6
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Wednesday, February 3, 1993

"Thereisatime for everything"
a wise man once said. There is a
tinre to live, a time to die, a time
for laughter, a time for tears, a
timetofiveinpeaceand harmony,
and a time to be haunted by an
noying roommates. As second
semester kicks off, 1 must ac
knowledge that I am both a
hauntee, and one haunted.

l nrougnoui my college career,
I have discovered that second se
mester proves to be more difficult
than first semester in several are
nas. Roommate relations, I'm
afraid, is one area which suffers
greatly.
During the fall semester ev
eryone is busy worrying about
tackling a new academic year,
trying to line up a job, and ( in
most cases) sharing limited livPlease see HELL, p. 6

Why should someone who
apparently knows so little
about a subject write an article
about it? Why would The
Lanthom publish that article?
These questions troubled me
as I read Alan Babbitt's recent
piece on Iraq in our campus
newspaper. Journalists have a
responsibility to inform
themselves. We have plenty of
books, periodicals and
newspapers in our library;
there are even folks around
here who claim to have some
expertise on the Middle East.
Shouldn't we expect writers to
make some use of these
resources? Isn't that what this
educational enterprise is all
about? Or is 'shoot from the
hip,' 'off the top of our head'
joumalismgoodenoughforthe
Lakers?
This article is confused, illexamples are Babbitt feels not
"one ounce" of sympathy for
the Iraqisbecause they continue
to support Saddam Hussein,
and yet he admits that under
similar circumstances he, too,
would keephis mouth shut no
matter how he felt. (Later he
argues that the Iraqi people
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stupid enough not to realize
what is going on around us?
This world is by no means
a paradise. There are those
out there who do have a few
screws loose and seem to
seek out personal gain at the
impending pain of others.
And all this has nothing to
do with the media or Holly
wood.
The fact is that most of
these critics dunk that they
know everything, when in
reality, they d on't know
anything and annoy those of
us who do know everything.
They have no idea who
they really are as people so
drey bash the dungs around
them to make up for their
massive insecurities.
The problem with these
kindsof people is thatthe/re
alwaysanalyzing. Theycan't
just accept dungs for what
they are, they're always try

2SSK =SK
ing to find some kind of indepth hidden meanings ineverything.
They called music garbage
probably because they
couldn't write, sing or play a
note to save their lives. They
ripped on movies probably
because as a kid they wanted
to be actors and were turned
down.
The pointis thatmost people
criticize die things they can't
do themselves, so, they blame
society for their own short
comings.
Open your minds friends,
accept what is around you as
reality and live widiitthe best
drat you can. Change begins
at the individual level and
unsubstantiatedjudgementof
others is just that
Putting the blam e for
sodety'sraultson the media is
all too far from the truth. Have
a pleasant week friends. J

Debate and speakers
needed at GVSU
By Chris Olsen
Staff Writer
To concentrate upon
studies is one aspect of col
lege,butanothenstodebate
those studies.
Let's debate, Grand Val
ley. M ulti-culturalism ,
Grand Valley issues, na
tional and international is
sues are just some of the
many topics that could be
debated.
To alfow the foee-flow of
ideas to move around the
cam pus, it can only be
healmy to hold forums and
debates on issues that affect
students and the general
public.
E v ey organization thatis
associated or not associated
with Grand Valley could
Why hasn'tG rand Valley
taken debating more seri
ously?
I admit that I never have
participated in a formal de
bate, but I have witnessed
many. I have often walked
away arguing for a particu
lar side of an issue before I
have left the building.
Forums am i speakers that
are sponsored by m any
groups on campus provide

rroommatesinvenledagame

us with their findings and
knowledge on many di
verse fields, b u t w hat
would happen if we had
opponents on specific is
sues debate each other in
stead of giving separate
presentations?
W ould speakers like
Dinesh D’Souza and
Maulana Karenga come to
Grand Valley to debate the
issue of multi-culturalism?
I guess we will never
find out unless we ask.
It is true that these type
of speakers cost large
amounts of money, b u t we
as students are also able to
debate issu es am ongst
ourselves. University de
bates between Grand Val
ley organizations would
help people understand
other points of view.
The channels of free
at an institution of higher
learning are the basis of a
liberal arts education.
Groups/ organizations,
Student Senate, and any
other forms of student or
faculty conglomerations;
listen to my message and
take the initiative to ad
vance th e right o f free
speedhand debate atGrand
Valley,
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I mustcon
fess to all
thesethings. I
do put raw
egg yolk on
myraoeevery
night and I
am not ex
actly careful
to get all foe
little pieces
down the
drain. How
was I sup
posed
to
know we
would get

10% of U
and Friends
GVSU’s Gay, Lesbian, and Bisexual support
organization welcomes all students and other
interested individuals to our weekly m eetings.
For more information regarding
meeting places and times call:
GVSU Student Life Office
895-2345
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For more information call or come by:

Sera-Tec Biologicals
1973 So. Division (Corner of Burton)
(616)241-6335
To Qualify you must:
Benefits include:
• Be 18 years old.
•FREE physical on first donation.
•Be in good health.
•Cash for every donation.
•Present local valid ID.
•Have a Social Security card.

★ HELP SAVE LIVES! ★
R eceive $ 1 5 per donation at a m axim um
of two donations per w eek.
Hours: Tues-Fri 7am - 5pm

Grand Valle

"Come see us st the Landlord Fair,
February 15th upstairs Commons"

CALL TODAY! 895-6351
10330 42ndAvenue - Next to the Water Tower
Managed by Hefferan Property Management, Inc.

★

*
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Informational Greek
winter retreat planned
By Crystal Pettus
Staff Writer

Last semester Greek 101,
an in fo rm atio n a l re tre a t
about Greek Life at Grand
Valley, w as im plem ented
into the rush festivities. The
retreat was brand n e w a to u r
school and its purpose was
to e d u c a te new G reek
organization members and
interested people about the
e n tire G reek sy stem a t
Grand Valley. The planning
was good but naturally the
pioneer planning crew had
some unexpected surprises.
The historically AfricanA m erican o rg a n iz a tio n s
were upset because there
w asn't enough of the retreat
information that pertained
to them. Other Greeks were
u n h a p p y b ecau se th e re
w asn't enough time to spend
w ith their own sisters or

b ro th e rs. This sem ester
G reek 101 h a s a new
planning crew and a new
look. They are even going to
a new park!
T he r e tr e a t p la n n in g
committee is being headed
by A nn Leslie, student life
coordinator, Bettina Blank,
Delta Zeta and Josh Ritz.
Leslie says that she feels that
th e " s tu d e n t sta ff h as
worked really hard to ensure
the w inter's program will be
educational and fun for all
our
co n feren ce
participants."
The retreat includes more
of a m ulticultural essence
in c lu d in g
b a c k g ro u n d
in fo rm a tio n on all th e
G reeks at G ran d V alley,
s e ssio n
on'
th e
responsibilities of a Greek
p re s e n te d b y A lp h a Phi
Alpha Area Director Steven
C la rk an d a se ssio n on
multiculturalism by Maurice

Sturdivant from the Housing
office.
Once again "My Culture,
Y our
C u ltu re ,
G reek
C ulture" will be the topic of
discussion for a session.
Tom Butcher will also be
on h an d to ta lk a b o u t
responsibility and liability
d uring one of the sessions.
Dean Bart Merkle will give
a fire sid e c h a t an d Pam
H atchett from th e H ealth
an d W ellness O ffice w ill
speak about values and the
im portance of them during
m em bership in a sorority or
fraternity.
Throughout the weekend
th e new an d o ld G reek
m em b ers w ill en g ag e in
various discussions about
controversial issues like date
rape, p arties w ith alcohol
and hazing.
The weekend retreat will
not just include seminars but
also a Greek Film Fest w ith

"...the w inter's
program w ill he
educational and
fun fo r a llo u r
conference
participants."
Ann Leslie
student life
coordinator
m ovies like School Daze,
Revenge of the Nerds, I & II
and Animal House. The
weekend will be filled w ith
e n e rg iz e rs and team builders to encourage trust
and bonding am ongst the
participants.
O n the last day the new
m em bers w ill rece iv e
certificates for participation
and the most spirited Greek
assistant and Greek letter
g ro u p w ill b e a w a rd e d
special prizes.
Blank "enjoyed seeing all
the various organizations
coming together to support
G reek u n ity ." She say s
"there is still so much to
learn and I w ould like to be
a p art of it next year".
The Greek 101 weekend is
cosponsored by the Student
Life Fee an d th e In tra Fraternity Council.

Parents Day drawing near
By Inshirah S. Peaks
Campus Life Editor

If you're looking for a
way to show your parents
how much you appreciate
them for all the great things
they've done for you, why
not invite them to your
home away from homeG rand
V alley
S tate
University.

Grand Valley has already
planned the weekend; now
it's just up to you!
P aren t A p p re c ia tio n
Day, scheduled this year for
Feb. 13, is an event planned
ev e ry y ear for YOUR
parents.
M any fun and exciting
events are planned from
breakfast and basketball to
loads of entertainment.
So take advantage and

D ay d e d ic a te d to
solving resum e w oes
S tu d e n ts need n o t
preregister for the event
and can drop in anytime
throughout the day. A 3.5
inch com puter d isk ette
should be brought or may
be p u rc h a se d a t th e
A cadem ic
C o m p u ter
Center for 75 cents.
The Blitz is sponsored
by th e GVSU S tu d e n t
S ervices D iv isio n in
co n ju n ctio n w ith th e
F eb ru ary
C areer
D ev elo p m en t M onth.
Watch for other career
events this month.

S h e rii

Student leadership award
nominations being accepted
By Sue Willemsen
Dean of Students Office
N o m in a tio n s fo r the
K enneth R. V enderbush
S tu d e n t
L e a d e rsh ip
A w ard s are d u e in the
Dean of S tudents Office
(209 Kirkhof Center) no
later than 5 p.m., Feb. 12.
The K en n eth R.
V e n d e rb u sh
S tu d e n t
Leadership Award will be
presented to a senior at the
A wards Banquet on Apr.
12.
C andidates m ust meet

the following criteria: (1)
be a senior enrolled fall
a n d /o r winter semester;
(2) dem onstrate signifi
cant leadership contribu
tion to student life, com
mittee involvement, stu
dent o rg an izatio n /residence hall/athletic lead
ership and participation;
and (3) be in good aca
demic standing. Academ
ics should be balanced
w ith extracurricular in
volvement and should re
flect a solid performance
by the individual.

Scripts being accepted for 1-Acts
By Jennifer L. Wigger
Assistant Editor

Scripts for the fall pro
duction of Student W riter
O ne-A cts, sp o n so red by
S.T.A.G.E., are now being
accepted in the Comm uni

cations Office (121 Lake Su
perior Hall).
The
d e a d lin e
for
subm itting scripts is March
20.
At the end of April, the
actors and possible directors
of the one-acts will meet with
the authors during several
S a tu rd a y s in o rd e r to

critique and make any
possible im provements to
the script.
W hen school com 
mences in the fall of 1993,
actual production of the
one-acts will begin, with
the final showing occur
ring sometime in Novem
ber.
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Do you n eed h e lp
creating your resume?
If, after graduation,
you are lo oking fo r a
position or an internship
or if you are enrolling in a
class or a p p ly in g to a
program that requires a
resu m e, h ere is an
excellent way to learn how
to develop one!
The Resume Blitz is
scheduled for 8 a.m. to 5
p.m . on Feb. 9 in 212
M anitou
A cadem ic
C om puter C enter. All
students will have access
to a computer and experts
in resum e developm ent
and com puter use will be
on-hand to assist.
A 45-minute sem inar
to p ro v id e
sp ecific
instruction on how to get
started on your resum e
will be offered in the same
location at 8:30a.m. Cover
le tte rs w ill a lso be
discussed. This session
w ill be re p e a te d a t
1:30p.m.

p u t a smile on the faces of
th o se you lo v e.... y o u r
parents! They will love the
honor of the day, along
w ith seeing your ro o m /
apartm ent, meeting your
frien d s an d finding o u t
w hat you do when they are
not around.
T ick ets n eed to be
purchased in advance, and
can be do so at the Student
Life Office.
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The challen
of a lifetime
) ■

By Inshirah S. Peaks
Gunpus Life Editor

Freshman Kerri Meyer attempts to solve an
"Aladdin " jigsaw puzzle with sight impairing
goggles on.

PHOTO BY ADAM CARROLL

Empathy Training Seminar #1, sponsored by I
abilities Comm ittee of VolunteerlGVSU, wl
Wednesday night in the Promenade Deck of the|
Center.
Over 100 students attended to hear five ir
speakon their disabilities and how they live w ithit|
to day basis.
The panel included: Paul Landry (Cerebral I
Learning Disability), Lori Beck (Vision Impairmen|
Pommaville (Hearing Impairment), Shauna .
lexia), and Kathy Nolan (Cerebral Palsy).
The panel spoke on their particular disabilil
cleared up a lot of misconceptions and questior
may have had.
They made itdearthattheyappreciatequestior
then they have the satisfaction of knowing that th|
isn't left to guess or assume. Although it was
speak to such abig audience and a few tears were s
did not stop these five individuals from lettinj]
know.
Some people in the audience felt it helpful I
some of their misconceptions about disabilities ar
can be turned around. "People should be more <
states Chapri Bell, "because you never know, it |
you."
Afterwards, students had the opportunity
ence a little of the day to day activities of someonl
disabled. Six stations were set up for students tc
everyday challenges.
Many students commented on how the|
imagined how hard and difficult it was until the]
enced it for themselves. And even then it was i
short period of time as opposed to everyday.
To some it was fun, but everyone left more <
and informed with a better understanding and fe
Empathy Training was a rewarding experience. I
Any questions on how you can help with i
such as these, contact coordinators Inshirah Pj
Gary Bonn at the Volunteer Center, x2363.

PHOTO BY ADAM CARROLL

Chapri Bell, junior Criminal justice major, walks vrith a blindfold
and comes to experience what the seeing impaired go through.

Amy Pettinger, senior <
part of Project A.B.L.E.
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Kathy Nolan, psychology/special education major, describes her experience with Cerebal Palsy at the project A.B.L.E. Empathy Training I held
at the Kirkhof Center last Thursday
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lunicr Sue CaHM, heullh science major, attempts to butte, trust with fingers taped together, simulating
physical disability,
moron a d am c a r a c a l
major, races a wheelchair throughan obstacle course as
Empathy Training I.

a

Damage explores hidden desires
By Beth Grienke ,
Entertainment Editor
Last winter Basic Instinct
flashed the subject of forbidden
desires. The movie Damage
deals with the same subject this
year. As entertaining as Basic
Instinct was, Damageoffersmore
as it portrays the same subject
matter with more finesse and
deeper insight
' Directed by Louis Mallet
Damage opened recently in the
G rand Rapids area at Star
Theatre. Its story of silent,
destructive passion sears the
screen.
Based on Josephine Hart's
novelof the same name, the tale
of Damagebegins fairly quietly,
not hinting at the extraordinary
events to come.
Stephen Fleming (Jeremy
Irons) approaches his 50th
birthday with apprehension.
On the surface it is difficult to
understand why. His life
appears to be perfect.
Fleming is a respected
m em ber of the British
Parliament and seems destined
to be promoted to an even
higher office. His marriage to
Ingrid (Miranda Richardson) is
secure, if somewhat too perfect
and dull.
When Stephen
catches the eye of Anna Barton
(Juliette Binoche) at an embassy
party in London, he has no idea
of the storm about to engulf his
life.
He has heard h er name
m entioned before. Barton
happens to be the girlfriend of
Stephen's journalist son,
M artyn (Rupert Graves).
However, that does not limit
her instantaneous attraction
toward Stephen, nor does it
distract his attraction to her.
From the moment the two
lock gazes, both wordlessly
acknow ledge the intim ate
physical bond between them.
They see each other again the
very next day when Martyn
brings her by to meet his
parents. Neither Anna nor
Stephen mention thatthey have
met before. After this second
meeting, Stephen joins her later

the same day at her apartment
Silently they engage in
spontaneous and frenzied
lovemaking. Their passion
seems to overwhelm their
physical coordinations as well
as their sensibilities. At first,
their movements are awkward
and brutal as they struggle to
gain the closeness they deeply
desire.
Not a word is spoken in this
erotic meeting. The physical
tension is instilled even more
through the audience's
expectation for words that do
not come.
Their encounters are as
hypnotic to watch as they are
painful. Each moment th e y '
spend together in such intimate
contact betrays those who are
dear to them. For Stephen
especially, the contact is
damningforheisbetrayingnot
only his son (and his fiance)
but also his devoted wife of
many years.
From th is first sexual
meeting, each is obsessed with
the other. This playing out of
their forbidden aesire is almost
destined to destroy the
securities in their lives.
As the picture progresses,
piecesofAnna'spastareslowly
revealed, acting as an even
stronger w arning against
continuing
this
secret
relationship.
Anna is already one of die
'damaged'people. She suffered
through a tragic incident in the
past. Inoneofthemostriveting
scenes she tells Stephen to
beware of 'damaged people';,
they are dangerous because
"they know they can survive."
The situation becomes more
dangerous as M artyn and
Anna's wedding comes nearer.
The choice is straight-forward
but far from Simple: which is
stronger, the hidden passion
between Stephen and Anna or
Stephen's love for his son and
wife?
Fleming almost seems to sum
up his problems in die scene
when he drops by to see Martyn
at his n ew spaper office.
Stephen reflects to his son that

Stephen Fleming (Jeremy Irons) and Anna Barton (Juliette Binoche)
after their first meeting in the movie Damage.
no matter how hard one tries,
one cannot control life.
Martyn has always known
this fact but his father has just
learned it. As much as the
movieisabouthidden desires
itisalsoaboutStephen's great
difficulty in dealing with
things he cannot control. "
Toward the end, Stephen
Fleming relates why in an
uncontrollable world hidden
desire is so powerful: "We
give in to love because.. . it
gives us some sense of what is
unknowable. Nothing else
matters. Not at the end."
Jeremy Irons (Reversal of
Fortune) is magnificent as

Stephen Fleming. Irons has
a quality about him that
m akes him sensuous;
through a m inim um of
words and expressions, he is
able to depict great passion.
In this film he vividly
portrays a man used to order
who has to deal with a life of
disorder.
Director Louis Malle (Am
Revoir, Les Enfants) has
constructed an eerie and
incredible experience on the
screen. Damage is a movie
that I will not forget any time
in the near future.
Damage is rated R.
Rating: 10.

Local symphony offers
student discounts
By Jennifer L. Wigger
Assistant Editor
The Grand Rapids Symphony is again offering Grand
Valley students discount passes.
Sold in sets of three at $3 each, the passes are redeemable
at the Grand Center's Box Office. Each pass entitles the
student to one seat of his or her choice. Seats are available in
all areas of DeVos Hall, on a first-come, first-served basis.
These passes can be purchased from Prof. Dan Kovats at
X3631 (153 Calder Fine Arts Center).

AT THE MOVIES; Medicine, mountains, and murder come to theatres
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Lorenzo's O il
By Dale Waltz
Staff Writer
Based on a true story,
Lorenzo's Oil tells of Lorenzo
Odone, a six-year-old boy, who
battles an incurable and
statistically fatal disease and of
his parents' quest to find a cure
and save him.
Nick Nolte (Prince of Tides)
and Susan Sarandon (Thelma
and Louise) play the partsof the
boy's parents. Their lives are
drastically changed by their
son's sudden confrontation
with a rare and deadly illness.
The story begins with
Lorenzo (Zach O'M alley
Greenburg) and his parents
when they are living in an
African village and about to
venture back to the United
States after a three-year stint
However, the film does not tell
why foe Odones are in Africa.
A short time after their return,
Lorenzo experiences serious
temper tantrums in and out of
school.
These tantrum s
eventually lead to the disease
A drenoleukodystrophy or
ALD.
Soon Lorenzo's parents,

Augusto and Michaela, are
spending countless hours
researching biological aspects
of the disease while watching
their son slowly die.
This film is quite passionate
in its demonstration of foe love
the Odones show for their^m
by taking on such an incredible
task. On the other hand, the
movie tends to get a bit slow at
times. I felt that there was not
enough time to get to know
Lorenzo before he became sick.
We would empathize and feel
more if we knew him more.
H owever, N olte and
Sarandon give outstanding
performances and the movie is
very rewarding by what they
have to offer.
Rating: 6.5.
A sp e n E xtrem e
By Shellie VanDeCreek
Staff Writer
This movie has been hyped
up as a sexually exploited,
drunken ski fest. At least that's
w hat I got from the
commercials.
Fortunately, Aspen Extreme
stays far away from that unfair

example of bad advertising. In
fact, it turns out to be a very
moving and entertaining film.
T.J. Burke (Paul Gross), a
frequently rejected aspiring
writer, becomes fed up with
his job and life as a Ford
employee in urban Detroit He
decides to just drop everything
and take off, a feeling many of
us can relate to.
Of course, he doesn't go
alone; he drags along his best
friend Dexter (Peter Berg). It's
not until they're on their way
that they decide to head for
Aspen to become ski
instructors.
(Come on,
everybody knows Michigan
has the best skiers.)
Once there, foe guys battle
for the very few spots as
instructors. That's foe easy
part; staying and living in
Aspen proves to be a little
tougher.
Here we follow golden boy
T.J. as he discovers the
difficulties associated with
being the perfect Aspen ski
instructor. His relationships
with rich chick Bryce (Finola
Hughes)
and
A spen
sweetheart Robin (Teri Polo)
teach him foe real meaning of

friendship even as Dexter sinks
lower and lower. Not all of
Aspen shines in foe sun.
Dexter's fedingsof inferiority
next to T.J. lead him first to
drink and then into further
disaster. Just as things start to
look up again, tragedy strikes,
leaving T.J. to face more
emotions than he can handle.
This surprisingly good drama
is lightened quite a bit by the
spectacular skiing. Not a skier
myself, I can still appreciate the
beauty, grace and absolute
splendor with which these
skiers make love to the
mountainside. Never before
have I wanted to leam to ski,
b u t this movie may have
changed my mind.
While sometimes drifting
away from the main story and
injecting a bit of stupidity, Aspen
Extreme still manages to be an
above-average film.
Rating: 7.5.
H exed
Shellie: Stupid.
Rating: 2.
Beth: Stupid, but funny.
Could be a cult classic
Rating: 3.

Every time I get behind the
wheel, it's Farvergnugen all
the way! And oh yes, I'm a
menace to the M ichigan
roadway. I drive last, so by
vivid opposition, die red light
ismynemesis. The green light,
is likewise m y friend; and that
nerve-testing yellow is kind of
like that pal you always play
racquetball w ith—a little
friendly competition. If this
sounds fam iliar, y o u 're a
"Mario" like me.
Another way to tell you're a
Mario is if, while driving, you
notice the pedestrian "don't
walk" sign blinking when the
light's green. That means it's
going to turn yellow. This is
when the four squirrelender
engine earns its purple heart.
I think many "can I make it?"
discrepancies can beeliminated
with a five color light with
yellow gradation. It would go
from green, to yellow, to
orange, pink and finally red.
This w ay you d o n 't have
grandmas wondering if they
should come to a controlled
stop, or "drop the hammer" on
on the'fll? fluick.
I tell you what bum s me. It's
these people that just won't turn
rightonaredlight. It's all dear,
and their wheels are even
turned. I just want to push'em

o u t into heavy traffic for
punitive measures.
I drive like hell. (Oh yes, it’s
true- Ed.) I'll always change
lanes to get ahead two car
lengths. Because it's not how
fast you’re going. Speed is
relative. As long as you're
passing other cars and
m aintaining
maximum
velocity,(minimum 20 over)
you'll win the race! That'sallit
is. One big race! You see, 25
mph doesn't seem that fast, but
it is when you pass a school bus
on the right while it's unloading.
Unlike most other drivers, I
don't get the slightest bit angry
when other people drive like
me. If someone tromps the gas
and pulls out in front of 60 mph
traffic, causing another Lake
Michigan pileup, I say, "Hey,
nice move." Or if someone
jumps from the for right lane
and turns left without a blinker,
Isay, "I would have done the
same thing!"
But driving like this has its
drawbacks, namely running
into, "officers of the law." I
went to Dawn Donuts last week,
and sat down into a warm seat.
I could just feel the karma from
a nice, wide cop b u tt Officers
should be on the watch. I hear
there are quite a few counterfeit
twenties going around GVSU
right now. You sure don't want
to take one of those for a bribe!
At least the cops down here
do more than just bust parties,
harass kids and pull people over
for driving six miles over the
speed lim it. I mean, I'm
from...well...<fyiord, (boy, thato
wasn't easy!) and die cops up
there are unbelievable! Just a
little tip, never speed in northern
Michigan. They have nothin'
better to do than pull you over,
and shoot you—oh, I mean

arrest you. They send people to
the electric chair for asking
questions like, "What time does
th e bridge swing over to
Mackinac Island?" or "How can
I get a pair of those elk horns?"
Another cool thing about
living down here instead of in
the great white north, besides
indoor plumbing, is die price of
gas. I bought gas here last week
for 86 cents. When you think
about it, that's a hell of a deal.
Imagine if you had to put milk
in your car, $2.19 for the good
stuff. Or how about orange
juice. For a gallon of Florida
premium, you're talkin' $3.50.
"You know, my car's been
starting kind of hard in the
morning, I thinkl'mgonna start
runnin' Spee's apple juice in it
instead of that Spartan crap."
My old Mazda is almost on
it's last leg. Now it's making
this noise up front. Being that
I'm no master mechanic, my
prognosis is th at it's an
expensive noise.
So I was thinking about taking
the bus to cash in on some of
that 'Transportation Fee" we've
been dishing o u t I think if
you're not riding the bus, you
ought to be able to charge gas to
the school. I could sure use that
$75 bucks in Crystal Flash
Credit.
And then, just whenl thought
it was safe to ride that thing, my
best friend told me that on a
recent ride to school, the bus got
in a little accident. He said that
the bus driver is a pretty cool
guy, but he was the only one
that didn't see the pickup failing
to yield.
Maybe I didn't get all the
details, but how does one miss a
bus in their peripheral vision?
Thanks, b u t I'll take my
chances with the MazdaCloris Leachman. If you will
remember, Dabney Coleman
and Lily Tomlin w orked
together previously in 9 to 5.
Now on to new business. The
Golden Globe Awards were
held Jan. 23. For any who may
not know, the Golden Globes
are awarded by die Foreign
Press Association for the best
in film, TV and cable
productions.
Please see JACK, p. 16

; DOES H O L L Y W O O D ;
By Jack Gordon
Staff Writer
First, an update: The Beverly
Hillbillies Movie, due out later
this year from the director of
Wayne's World, has added

several people to its cast since I
last reported to you. Among
the list are Dabney Coleman,
Jim (Ernest) Varney, and
Saturday Night Live's Rob
Schneider. These people are in
addition to Lily Tomlin and

VIDEO PICK: Dangerous Moves
By Alice Reitsma
Staff Writer
Dangerous Moves is a movie
that takes the viewer into the
realm of the chess grand masters.
A lthough the title is not
inspiring, the movie, for the most
part, is. It is directed and written
by Swiss film director Richard
Dembo and won the 1984
Academy A w ard for Best
Foreign Film.
Dangerous Moves involves a
young chess
cham pion,
Lithuanian Pavious Fromm
(A lexandre A rbatt), who
defected to the West several years
ago, leaving his wife (played by
Liv Ullman) behind.
He
challenges the aging and ill
Soviet chess Grand Master Akiva
Liebskind (Michel Piccoli) who
has been 12 years undefeated.
The meet takes place in
Geneva, 1983, and the movie
attempts to bring in, not only the
fight for the title, but also politics,
freedom vs. totalitarianism, etc.
One of the film's faults is that
there is not enough political
emphasis. The movie should get
deeper into the political
atm osphere that each party

brings into the chess arena, and
more on how it affects the
reasons for winning the game.
Of course the Soviets feel they
must win to save face before the
world; so they go to extensive
measures in order to disrupt
the intense concentration of
Fromm. Not only do they delve
into the personal life of Fromm,
but they even bring in a
parapsychologist to watch the
match. Fromm's supporters, in
turn, bring in a bizarre
hypnotist of their own to
distract Liebskind.
However, for the two
participants, the battle is a
personal challenge. Fromm
and Liebskind want to win more

By Jennifer L. Wigger
Assistant Editor
During break I read The Last
Temptation ofChrist by Grecian
author Nikos Kazantzakis.
When I saw the book on the
shelf of the library, vague
memoriesofprotestsatStudio
28
and
vehem ent
condemnations of the religious
bubble I lived in at the time
came to my mind.
The
problem was with the movie
version of the book which
was sweeping the country, but
I figured that foe book was
good enough, and decided to
see if it w as really as
blasphemous and evil as I had
been told.
I have several comments to
make about this book. First of
all, maybe because I know the
Bible inside and out, I didn't
find the reading challenging
at all. I just whipped right
through it. This w as a
disappointment
But, more importantly, I
think that The Last Temptation
ofChrist was fantastic in that it
brought a very new angle and
perspective to foe character of
Jesus, and interpreted his time
on earth in a way that is much
Inore true-to-life than the
Biblical account
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Don't get me wrong-77ie
Last Temptation of Christ
doesn't differ from foe Bible
factually. Itjustaddssomuch
more to it, making Jesus not a
god who lived on earth for 34
years, butahumanbeingwho
was at foe same time divine.
He struggled terribly with foe
problems that face everyone
in life, as well as. w ith
problems no human being has
ever faced.
I always got the impression
that when, for example, bad
things happened to Jesus, he
would think "Well, this is part
of the course. In three
minutes it will end. I just
won't think about it."
Instead, TheLastTemptation
of Christ shows a man that
struggles with his destiny
when it is revealed to him, is
hurt, longs for marriage and
a family life,and feelsrejected.
A much more human Jesus is
portrayed.
Considering that foe life of
Jesus occurred on the earth
and involved human beings,
I think that The Last Temptation
of Christ relates foe story of
Jesus ina very true-to-life way
that would be of benefit to
anyone, but especially to
those interested in the life of
Christ.
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Jack Loeks Theatre

1350 28TH ST., S.W. • Ph. 538 8760

The Lowest Student Prices in Town!
(With College ID)
Studio 28

Evenings

$4.50

Matinees

$3.00

Starts Friday, Feb 5
Nat. Lampoon’s Loaded Weapon I (PGL3)

Emilio
Estevez, Samuel Jackson, Jon Lovitz, William Shatner, Tim Curry

Sommersby (PG13) Richard Gere, Jodi Foster, James Earl Jones
V anishing (R) Jeff Bridges, Kiefer Sutherland

Now Showing
Matinee (PG) John Goodman, Cathy Moriarty
Sniper (R) Tom Berenger, Billy Zane
Children of the Corn 2 (R)
Used People (PG13) Shiriey MacLaine, Kathy Bates,
Jessica Tandy, Marcello Mastroianni
Lorenzo’s Oil (PG13) Nick Nolle, Susan Sarandon
Aspen Extreme (PG13) Paul Gross, Pete Berg
Alive (R) Ethan Hawke, Vincent Spano
Nowhere to Run (R) Jcan-Claude Van Damme, Rosanna Arquette
Scent o f a Woman (R) A1 Pacino, Chris O’Donnell
Forever Young (PG) Mel Gibson, Jamie Lee Curtis
A Few Good Men (R) Tom Cruise, Jack Nicholson,
Demi Moore, Kevin Bacon, Kiefer Sutherland
Aladdin (G) Animated, voice of Robin Williams
The Bodyguard (R) Kevin Costner, Whiuiey Houston
Home Alone 2: Lost in New York (PG)
Macaulay Culkin, Joe Pesci, Daniel Stem, John Heard

Coming Soon

Located in Grand Valley Food

W M AN A GEM EN T!
oblcs Now Avallablel
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Books: Novel provides
an ew perspective
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more for themselves than
anything else, including the
$100,000 prize.
The story is similar to the real
liferivalry of SovietGrand Master
Viktor Korchnoi (who also
defected in 1976), and Anatoly
Karpov, foe younger Sovietchess
master. (He eventually inherited
the World Championship title
when American Bobby Fischer
declined to defend it.)
DangerousMoves is a satisfying
movie to watch, even if you don't
belong to the chess club. It takes
you inside the fascinating world
of an intellectual powerhouse
where skill and determination
fight to the death for foe sake of
the game.

-

Groundhog Day (PG) Bill Murray, Andie McDowell, (2/12)
Untamed Heart (PG13) Christian Slater, MarissaTomei (2/12)
Extreme Justice (R) Lou Diamond Phillips, ScoU Glenn (2/19)
Falling Down (R) Michael Douglas, Robert Duvall (2/26)
For last-minute changes and showtimes, call the movie hotline at 538-8760

Alpine Theatre

999

Call 784-5955 For
Movies and Showtimes

999

N i g h t a n d D a y Lctk& rs
Lakers down second place Northern Cold shooting Lakers in jeopardy
Underhill netted easy baskets as
By Alan Babbitt
of dropping out of playoff picture
the Lakers exposed the Wildcats'

Staff Writer

One game at a time.
Because one more loss could
spell the end of the Laker men's
basketballteam'schances forpost
season play, Grand Valley must
follow this simple philosophy for
the rest of the season.
Thetwo-timedeferdingGLIAC
champs took thatfirst step toward
the conferenceplayoffswhen they
knocked off the second place
Wildcats of Northern Michigan
81-79 last Saturday at foe Field
House.
Senior guard Joe Schuitema,
who led GV5U scorers with 22
points,buried two freethrowswith
fivesecondsleftin the game to seal
foe win for Grand Valley.
Thetwo-pomttriumph,GVSU7s
100th career victory at the Field
House, put foe Lakers into sole
possession of seventh plaoe at 4-6,
oneand a halfgamesbehind fourth
place Oakland for the last spot in
the conference playoffs.
GVSUbegan the first428of the
game with a 13-4 spurt Forward
Brent Wichlacz and center Scott

lack of size inside.
Grand Valley controlled the
boards and outrebounded
Northern Michigan 39-31 during
the contest
Northern Michigan was with
out last week's GLJAC player of
foe week Kyle David, who was
suspended by the school for two
games for participating in a nonsanctioned basketball leagueover
foe past summer.
Wichlacz scored 13 in foe first
halfas the Lakersheldaslim 35-32
lead at halftime.
"Weknowasateamthatweare
better than what our record
shows," Wkfilaczexplained. "We
came outand wanted to prove to
everybody that we were."
The second half belonged to
Schuitema as he struck tite Wild
cats for 20 points in foe final half
onfiveoflOfrom the field (fourof
five from behind the three-point
line), and a six of seven perfor
mance at foe free throw line.
ForwardNaleVeibeekchipped
in a double<ligit scoring perfor
mance of his own with 11.

room. ■
"Wedidn't seem to have any
intensity out there," Laker for
ward Brent Wichlacz com
The Laker men's basketball
mented. "After the two close
team hit rock bottom last
Thursday when Michigan - losses, I think we were both
mentally tired and frustrated."
Tech came into the Field
Tech cooled off from their
House and routed GVSU 79first
half shooting performance
61.
of
643
percent but still was
The Husky victory marked
able
to
increase
its lead to as
the first time that they had
many
as
23
points
in the second
ever swept the Lakers in a seahalf.
son series and extended Grand
Guard Paul Turino scored
Valley's losing streak to four
five
points during a Husky 10games, the longest since the
0
run
from the 14:19 to 12:20
1986-87 season.
that
sealed
the victoiy for Tech.
Grand Valley fell behind
GVSU
never
could get on
early in the first half and on
trackoffensively
and ended the
H usky
forw ard
M att
game
shooting
34.3 percent
Trombley's lay-up at 15:05
from
the
field
for
the contest.
trailed 15-6.
Brent Wichlacz led the Lak
After a timeout, GVSU burers in scoring with 15 points,
iedfourthree-pointersina2:14
while guard Darryl Gorman
span to take the lead 20-19.
added 11.
The score stayed close until
The loss dropped the Lakers
Tech finished the last 5:55 of
to 9-8 overall and 3-6 in the
the half on a 11-1 spurt to take
GUAC.
a 42-33 lead into their locker
By Alan Babbitt
Staff Writer

PHOTO BY ADAM CARROLL

Sophomore guard Ryan Conlan attempts to pick the pocket of a Northern
Michigan player, the Lakers went on to the 100th victory in the Field
House with a 81-79 effort

/Northern presses past Lady Lakers^

Wednesday, February 3, 1993

By Tonya Wilholt
Sports Writer
It's almost a basketball prov
erb that defense wins games.
It wasn't foe Laker defase,
but Northern Michigan's pres
suredefense thatwon the game
as the Lakers dropped a 89-71
loss to the Wildcats Saturday at
the Field House.
Northern forced 28 Laker
turnovers in the game.
"We turned foe ball over too
many timesand thatwasdueto
their pressure. We can't do that
and besucoessfulagainsta team
as good as Northern."
"I think we struggled a lithe
on defense Our bailawareness
was not as good," said Laker
coach Piat Baker Grzyb. "We
didn't always see the ball, we
didn't have our hands in the
passing lanes like we needed to
as well as we did in the [Michi
gan] Tech game But the tempo
of that game was much differ
ent"
The Lady Lakers stayed even
withtheWildcatsfarfirsttwelve
minutes of the game before
Northern went cm a 194 run

near foe end of the half, going
into the locker room with a 5039 lead.
"Wehadourchancestowin,"
said Laker TiffanyBelden. "We
justhavetogetoverfhathump."
Grand Valley never got
within striking distance in the
secondhalf.
Marie Thomas, who was
named GUAC Flayer of the
Week, had 24 points, as three
other Lakers were in double
figures.
Tiffany Bekkn, Mary Beth
Mount, and Sarah Jasman,
scored 15,12 and 11 points,
respectively.
T don't think we’ve had a
: this year that we've had
ayersindouble figures,"
said Baker Grzyb. 'That made
me feel better offensively
against Northern."
BakerGrzybisapprehensive
about Saturday's game against
Saginaw. 'They've picked upa
transfer this semester from
Western Michigan, a Divisor
Oneplayer. ShepJayscenterfor
them, with 27 points her first
game. They were a good team
without her, now they're a
much better team."

PHOTO BY NIICKI BOERTMAN

Jana Hines and two Michigan Tech players dive for a loose ball in
Thursday's game.

Lady Huskies too much for Cagers
By Tonya Wilholt
Sports Writer
The Lady Lakers almost cost
the nationall ranked Michigan
Tech H uskies their pride
Thursday night in the Field
House.
The Huskies held off the Lak
ers, 71-64, despite 31 points
and 16 rebounds from offen
sive juggernaut Marie Thomas.
"I just had a feeling all night
that when I got the ball it was
going to go in," said Thomas,
who is currently seventh in the
nation in scoring (23,1 ppg). "It
was just one of those nights."
Grand Valley dropped to 2-7
in the conference and 5-13 over
all.

"The outcome of that game
was questionable right until the
very end,"said Laker coach Pat
Baker Gryzb. "When you can
do that with the top team in
your conference, a team that's
ranking in the top five in the
nation, you're doing a good
job."
The Huskies jumped out to
an early lead in the first half,
but the Lakers stayed in the
game, trailing by 12 at the end
of the half, 37-25.
The Lakers played catch-up
in the second half, slowly cut
ting into Tech's lead.
Grand Valley came all the
way back to tie the game at 55,
Please see CAGERS, p. 13
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Grapplers look to recruit for next year
By C hris O lsen
Staff W riter
The G rand Valley State
w restling squad dropped
the G reat Lakes w restling
dual in the Field House
F riday, to th ree team s
raked in the top 20 in the
nation.
C oach D ave Snook
praised his 17 m an squad
for their effort and said
that even though he was
defeated, Scott Tum bow
did a nice job.
Snook said the season
h a s b e e n "a b it of a
struggle," but he and the
w restling team have got
ten good su p p o rt from
Vice P re sid e n t for Fi
nance and A dm inistra
tion Ronald Van Steeland
an d A th le tic D irecto r
Mike Kovalchik.
Snook, th o u g h co n 
cerned about the teams
future, is confident that
next years recruiting class
w ill fill th e w restlin g
room w ith about 30 grap
plers as opposed to the
present 17.
PHOTO BY ADAM CARROLL
"W e are looking for
Grand Valley wrestler Ed Felt lifts his 126-pound University of Wisconsonw restlers w ith good aca Parkside opponent before a takedown. Felt went on to victory in his match
demic skills and w ho w ant
overall match 35-13.
Ferris State, ranked 10th,
to com pete on the college
G rand V alley's second
an d th e U n iv e rsity of
level," Snook said. "Re
o
p
p o n e n t,
W isco n sin W is c o n s in -P a rk s id e ,
cruiting for next year has
Parkside,
proved
not to be
ranked 16th, all finished
been concentrated on lo
any
easier
for
the
Lakers.
ahead of the Lakers .
cal kids, but we have had
Grand
Valley's
Ed
Felt
won
Ed Felt, 126 lbs., and
many out-of-state kids in
again,
7-3,andTim
Tietema
G erry A quilar, 190 lbs.,
terested in Grand Valley's
w on by a 6-4 d ecisio n .
won their matches against
program."
Grand Valley dropped the
Lake Superior State, but
Lake S u p e rio r S tate,
match 36-6.
Grand Valley dropped the
ranked 15th in the n atio n ,

Field events earn
third place for Lakers
By Mike Amey
Staff Writer
Despite having to leave Grand
Valley at5a.m., the Laker men's
track team was still able to put
together a solid third place
performance at the University
of Wisconsin-Milwaukee.
"Finishing third overall was
great for us," commented Coach
Gary Martin.
M artin continues to be
impressed by freshman pole
vaulter Jamie M auer, who
cleared 14 feet 6 inches.
"He just missed 15 feet Again,
he's
a
'
=
fre sh m a n ,
he's getting
used to a
new pole,
and
he's
going
to
surprisealot
of people
this year,"
praised
Martin.
M a r te l 1
Brown,
another
f r e s h ma n ,
pl aced
fourth in the
high jump,
reaching

GV second in the long jump
with 21'2" effort, and Tony
Armour grabbed fourth in the
55 meter high hurdles with a
time of 7.9 seconds.
Mike Mull placed in two
events, finishing fourth in the
200 meter with a time of 23.7
seconds and sixth in the 400
meter, turning in a time of 52.5.
Turning in a strong
performance was junior Nick
White, placing third in the 1500
meter with a time of 4:06.
"He's gonna be the person to
watch out for in conference,"

m

said Martin, adding that White
was just beaten out in the 800
meter after running a time of
two minutes flat.
Concerning the upcoming
meet at Michigan State this
weekend, Martin thinks the
team may be a little bit over
our head because all the teams
in the State of Michigan are
going to be there, but we need
this before we go into
conference.
"We only get better by
competing against tougher
teams," Martin said.

i

Carriers take
third in Wisconsin
By Mike Amey
Staff Writer
The
Grand
Valley
women's track team ran in
Milwaukee this weekend,
taking third place behind
Marquette and WisconsinMilwaukee.
"It was nice going to a meet
andnotseeingthesamefaces
such as Ferris State and
H illsdale," commented
Laker track Coach Gary
Martin.
Kelly Oberlin started
things off by breaking her
own school record in the high
jump, taking first with a leap
of 5-91/4.
"Every time she jumps she
breaks it (the record)," said
Martin. "We want to try to
one day get her to six feet,
and I think that's very

CAGERS,fromp.l2 — — ---------------------------------------------when Thomas made a three-pointer with 7:47 left in the game.
The Huskies showed why they are nationally ranked, answering
the Laker comeback with a 9-0 run that Grand Valley would not
recover from.
"Their senior leadership stepped up at the critical time in the
game and took charge of it," said Baker Grzyb. We got the ball
game tied with more than seven minutes to go and a couple of their
offensive leaders stepped up and took charge and scored some
threes.
Those are quality players for them with lots of playing time. 1
think that was the difference in the game—their experience in the
crunch tim e."
Another key for Grand Valley was at the free throw line where
the Lakers made only 11 out of 19 free throw attempts.
Along with Thomas, Sarah Jasman and Mary Beth Mount col
lected seven rebounds each to give the Lakers a 49-32 edge on the
boards.
"Our defense was tremendous iiythat game. I thought we
rebounded extremely well. Those two aspects of our game I was
very pleased with. I felt we took the step to the next level in both
of those areas."
Baker Grzyb also said die Lakers need to play better offensively.
"One problem we had was scoring in the first half. We had
several shots that were halfway do wn and came back up. If we had
had more of those fall in the first half that didn't, it would have been
a different ball game."
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possible," Martin added.
Beth Wieber took fifth
with a jump of 4-10 and
Nicole McMullin finished
sixth after reaching 4-8.
Tamie Gipe took another
first in the shot put, with a
throw of 43'8".
"The nice thing about
Tamie this year is that each
meet she's im proving,
instead of in the past
throwing her best the first
meet and kept goingdown,"
said Martin.
Julie Bos took third in the
400meter, despite not being
able to train with the team
during the week because
she is taking a physical
therapy internship in
Kalamazoo.
"She's looking great for
her last semester. That's
Please see TRACK, p.16
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Tankers gain
By Jackie Fox
Staff Writer
There was a sigh of relief
heard in the Grand Valley pool
on Friday.
The Lady Laker swimming
and diving team edged out
Albion by one point 120-119.
Coach Dewey Newsom e
accredits the women's onepoint victory to going one-two
in diving and th e great
performances in the distance
events.
Julie Brookins gained a first
in tire 1000freestylewitha time
of 11:27.43.
Brookins also took second in
the 100 freestyle with a time of
56.96.
NCAA qualifier Kathy
Winkel placed first in the 50
freestyle with a time of 24.69,
Curt Warner keeps the pace in
the 1000 meter swim.

and second in the 100
backstroke in 1:03.51.
Tina Higel, who has lost a
breaststroke event only twice
this season, took first in the
100breaststroke witha time of
1:13.61.
"We're looking for a real
good swim from Tina at the
conference meet," Newsome
said. After missing half the
season to illness, diver
Charlotte Snyder returned,
taking first in both the one
meter and three meter events.
Angie Cripe, who also was
out with an injured arm took
second to Snyder in both
events.
Inthemen'smeet, the Lakers
could not combat Albion's
depth, losing 126-110.
SeniorTomVanderslootwas
a double winner, taking first
in both the 100freestyle in49-89
and the 200 Freestyle in
1:4953.

"Chad Rumsey is looking
phenom enal," Newsome
said. "After missing the first

PHOTO BY DAN KVINC

half of the season Rumsey is
swimming faster than ever
before."
Rumsey placed third in the
50 Freestyle in 23.22 and third
in tiie 100 butterfly in 5554.
Kevin Fortier achieved a
lifetime best in the 200 I.M.,
placing first with a time of
1:0458.
The previous week the
whole men's and women's
diving team had qualified for

PHOTO By DAN KVINBC

Carrie VanderWede leaps
into her next event last
Friday night.
theNCAAnationalsandlast
Friday sw ept the Albion
swimmers taking first and
second in every event.
Brian Swanson took first
in the one meter and three
m eter
boards
while
teammate Dan Mumbrue
took second in both events.
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Laker Profile: Tina Higel- A stroke above the rest
By Betty Lafrance
Staff W riter

As U na Higel's swim cap
bobbed u p and down in the
water,aloud screeching whistle
could be heard echoeing against
the tiled walls in the pool area.
The piercing sound is in exact
rhytym with the swimmer's
smooth stroke and her head's
appearance in and out of the
water. She wasn't sure she'd
hear that whistle this summer
though.
Last A pril, H igel tore a
ligament that connected two
bones behind the cap of her
knee*
"I really did n 't know if I
would be swimming in the fall,"
said Higel, a sophomore.
The injury occured while
playing on an intram ural
volleyball team w ith her
teammates from the swim team.
"I was going up for a block
and came down on my knoee
wrong," Higel said of her injury.
"At first, it felt like it had to be
cracked, so I straightened my
leg and heard a giant crack. I
didn't think much of it until I
tried to walkagainand couldn't
stand on i t I told myfreinds
that I had better go to the
hospitaL*

Services

Is all It*costs to place a
PERSONAL o r ORGANI
ZATION ad In the classi
fie d s s e c tio n o f th e
Lanthorn. Two dollars will
get you u p to 25 words, 10
cents per word after t h a t
All classified a d s m u st be
In the Lanthorn office, on
the ground floor ofKlrkhof
Center. The deadline for
classified m essages Is 5
p.m. Thursday for the followlng week's edition.
Standale Trading Company
Instant CASK Buying and
selling Class Rings, Gold,
Diamonds, Stereos, VCRs,
Sporting Goods, Guns,
Instruments, Leathers,
Tools, etc. Buy Back Option
available. We buy and sell
anything of value. Next to
McDonalds in Standale.
Tuesday through Friday;
11am to 7pm. Saturday
10am to 3pm. 453 - 4799
Learn how to get employers
to call you. Results
guaranteed. Free 24 hour
recorded message. Call 313Word Processing
Services - Term papers,
overhead transparencies
and resumes. 5 mins,
from GVSU in Jeniaon.
4571903

Initially, doctors couldn't
find the problem . They
instructed her to wear an ace
bandage for a week. When she
again tried to walk, it had
swelled enourmously.,
Higel visited a doctor at her
Grosse Pointe home and was
told that she would have to
undergo intrusive surgery. If
they found what was wrong,
’told me that I would
either wake up with a cast on,

which I would have to wear for
six months,orabandage, which
I would have to wear fora while
and go through rehabilitation,"
Higel said.
Thiswas her first surgery and
Higel said she was extremely
nervous.
"I got a lot of support from
my friends on the team," said
Higel. "Some sent me cards
and little gifts. It was really
great having that much
support."

c v ilt i c
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about her future.
Determined to rehabilitate
herself, she started w ith
secretarial work and gradually
tried swimming. She had some
discouraging moments.
"I could only do some
things," Higel said. "Every
time I wanted to do something
and couldn't, I w ould get
disappointed."
Higel pushed herself all
summer to regain full use of
Please see TINA, p.16

The first thing Higel did
when she came out of the
anesthetic wasfeel for her knee.
It had been wrapped with an
ace bandage, and she was
immediately relieved to not feel
a stiff cast
The doctors had to cut out 40
percentof the ligamentto repair
the damage.
Higel had planned to
lifeguard over the summer at
hom e b u t because of the
surgery, she was now uncertain
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Win 5 lbs. o£ chocolate, or a
G.V.S.U. stuffed bear.
/v lo
a n d
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HAPPY VALENTINE'S DAY FROM EVERYONE AT
THE UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE.

All people interested in Air
Band Pictures inquire at the
Lanthorn office, 895-3120.
Typing Services: P ickup/
delivery campus and
Eberhard Center Mon. and
Wed. Professional, fast, laser
print, graphics, $2/page. 8745028 __________________ _

PREGNANT?
Not sure what to do? Couple
desiring to adopt and provide
loving secure home for child.
Call collect (313)529-5295
Anytime.

Jobs & Money
Arthur Victor Painting Inc. is
looking for branch managers
for summer V3. Experience
helpful but not necessary;
Complete training and field
support High income
potential 1(800) 775-4745
Telemarketers Needed.
Fun team work. Great parttime hrs. Jenison, close to
school. Phone: 457-3131 for
interview or 895-7034. Ask
for C e r c h . _____________ _
Wanted: babysitter for 19month-old baby girl,
babysitting at home near
Woodland Mall, must have
own trasportation, rate
negotiable. Call 949-7389
We're lookingfor a top
fraternity, soroity or student
organization that would like
to make $500-$1^00 for one
week marketing project right
on campus. Must be
organized and hardworking.
Call (800) 592-2121 ex t 308.

Spring Break
SPRING BREAK *93-—

Party with fire Best!
S. Padre Island from $99
Cancun Mexico from $424
Bahamas/Cruise from $269
Join over 1 million partiers!
Call Student Express
Vacations
1-800-TQUR-USA_________
PARTY LIKE GODS
Panama City Beach $139
Quality accomidations, free
drink, parties, transportation
available. Call Scott 892-4660
or Chad 892-4669

Organizations
n
ATTENTION:
ANYONE INTERESTED IN
PLAYING HOCKEY AT THE
CLUB LEVEL FOR GVSU
NEXT YEAR PLEASE
CONTACT GARY @895-7727

Resorts
WINTER BLUES? SPRING
BREAK GETAWAY!

Traverse
City
Area.
Romantic,cozy log cabins on
Lake Thomas surrounded by
Forest. $49 - $69 nightly.
Includes outdoor hot tub and
much more. Ellis Lake Resorts.
(616)276 - 9502.

For Sale
Computer svstemfor saleZenith 2w-158-43 computer
with 640K RAM, 20 MB hard
disk, one 5.25" disk drive, 8
MHZ clock speed, Magnavox
VGA Monochrome monitor,
DFIVG 3000 VideoAdapter,
1200 band internal modem,
Epson DX -10 daisy wheel
printer, extra daisy wheels$500. Call 949-7389.
Technics SL-D turntable
system for sale - $50 or best
offer. Call 949-7389.
FOR SALE - SUPER SINGLE
WATERBED WITH SIDE
PADS. DARK WOOD. NEW
HEATER. $50 OR BEST
OFFER. PLEASE LEAVE
MESSAGE AT 669-4105.

lu l

iceLike your choices in video
reviews. Powerful mix.
-B
JMAE
Sorry I missed you at D.-Res.
-thanks for that late nite call
- still thinking about you,
MEA
P.S. your safe decisions are
becomming increasingly
novel - See ya this week
same place, lets talk!!!! %
A

STUDENTS:

\

C O M E INTO THE
LANTHORN FOR YOUR
VALENTINE MESSAGES.
2/Sl.OO. PRINTED IN
ISSUE 19. DEADLINE IS
THURSDAY FEB 4TH A T
.

5PM.

___ ^

Personals
FranklyThanks for the groovy guitar
playing-soothes toe soul.
_______ -Entertainment Guru
Sunny Irish Sailor with Big
Green JacketKeep playing basketball like
that and we'll have to ice you.

Earn $500 - $1000 weekly stuffing
envelopes. For details - RUSH $1.00
with SASE to:
GROUP FIVE
57 Greentree Drive, Suite 307
Dover, DE 19901

GREEKS & CLUBS

$1,000 AN HOUR!
Each member of your trat
sorority team club etc
pitches in |ust one hour
and your group can raise
SI.000 in just a few days'

Plus a chance to earn
$1,000 for yourself!

SPRING BREAK
Cancun

AkAOMfrom

$424

• 7 night* romort lodging
• Round trip m to m D ottoi
• Round tap tran sfer* • AM romori tonma
pmrOmm • From "cmM homo"

South
Padr* Island

$99

]

5 n tg to m sort lodpnq (7 n g ta m>mo m m i-

iM
• R a n jttp moMxcoMOt mvwMmU m
• M
w rxO Lltng ■ t m J M r v • A l m oon
l u l • F tm M d i pMrtmM- Ft— -ca l homm'

• Round tip Mr to m CfMctffo OHtrtngMn.

TX to r 1290

Bahamas
Cruls*

CnSSSShmi2U

$299 |

5 nights toman lodging
• Round t p 2 dmy cnkmrn from FI
y Bmmchk
o rt
• L u x u ry
£
an otnp • AM roman (axes * From pmtoom

Joki Ovor 1 MBBon Studmntm on
Spring Brook **3

No cost No obligation

1 800-932-0528 ext 65

• From

l -800-TO U R -U SA
(1 8 0 0 8 6 8 7812)
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JACK, from p. 11-----While the award show
itself is only m ildly
interesting, the real fin d s in
using this event to predict
Academy Award nominees
and winners.
The Oscars, as they are
called, are die real prizes
people want. And with the
Golden Globes occurring
some two months earlier,
they are often used as a sort
of predictor for what will
. happen in the big race.
Hence, the Golden Globes
have found an additional
purpose.
H ere are some of the
show's highlights: Scentofa
Woman took first place with
three
aw ards—Best
Dramatic Motion Picture,
Best Actor in a Drama (A1
Pacino), and BestScreenplay
(Bo Goldman).
The Player won two
awards: Best Comedy and
BestActor inaCbmedy (Tim
Robbins).
For The Unforgiven, d in t
Eastwood was named Best
Director and Gene Hackman
won the Best Supporting
Actor trophy.
Surprisingly, A Few Good
Men, the film with the most
nom inations, got zilch,
nothing, nada from the
Foreign Press Association.
Emma Thompson was
named Best Actress in a
Dram a for her role in
Howard's End and Miranda
Richardson took the same
honor in a comedy for her
partin EnchantedApril. Alan
Menkin won both for Best
Original Song (Aladdin's "A
Whole New Whole") and
Best Original Score, also for
Aladdin.
He thanked both his
musical collaborators in the
efforts— his former musical
partner, the lyridstHoward
Ashman who died of AIDS
last year while they were
working on Aladdin, as well
as his new partner, Tim Rice
who stepped in at foe last
minute to replace Ashman.
Another notable nod went
to Robin Williams. He was
givena Special Achievement
Award for his voice work
on Aladdin. No category
exist to recognize the
performance of a voice in a
anim ated film but the
Foreign Press Association
did want to reward Williams
in some way for one of the
m ost
extraordinary
performances of foe year.
The show was certainly
made more entertaining by
allow ing
him
the
opportunity for to give an
acceptance speech.
The Golden Globes
include more possibilitiesof
reward by including both
Comedy and Drama
categories. The Academy
Awards do not have this
breakdown which causes
fiercer competition among
its participants.
This year the hot
contenders for the top spots
will be, according to the
Golden Globes, Scent of a
Woman, and the longshot,
Robert Altman's The Player.
We will see. The Oscar
nominations come out Feb.
17 and the awards will be
handed out March 29.
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TINA, from p. 15
her leg. She repeatedly
practiced different excercises
her doctor had prescribed.
Finally, Higel came back for
the first meet of the season,
sw im m ing the 500 yard
freestyle.
"I was in so much pain for
the next four days," she said.
"Igotreally worried. "I didn't
knowifl would ever beable to
swim again."
Since then, however, Higel
has swum in many events
without pain and is expected
to break school records in the
lOOand200Yard breast stroke
and possibly the 200 and 400
individual relay.
"There is a good possibility
thatshe will break some school
records," swiiming Coach
Dewey Newsome said.
Higel has been swimming
since she was nine, and joined
the G rand Valley Sty
University swim team wl
she was a freshman.
Higel maintains a 33 grade

p oint
average
w hile
practicing almost 20 hours a
week.
. This includes swimming
from 6-7 a.m. on Monday,
Wednesday and Friday and
then again in the afternoon.
Tuesday and Thursday nights
find her again swimming
about 200 laps in the pool.
"Most people think that
swimming is an easy sport,"
Higel said. "When they see a
basketball game, they can see
how hard it is for the players
to run from one end of the
court to the other, b u t
sw im m ing is one of the
tougest sports and the hardest
cardivascular workout"
Higel also lifts free weights
three tim es a w eek to
stren g th en her m uscles,
especially those in her knee.
"When I swim hard, and I
feel my knee hurting, I have
to decide if I should push
harderorgiveup/'Higelsaid. Higel worries about her

health but points out that in
weight training foe knee that
was operated on is close to her
healthy knee.
"I think weight training has
definitely helped my time,"
said Higel, adding that using
weights has helped her knee.
"I c a n 't im agine not
swimming," higel said. "I feel
out of whack without it"
M M
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TRACK, from p. 13 another good thing that
she can go somewhere
and work very hard and
still come bade and be
p rep ared for track,"
praised Martin.
Bos, Kelly Beschoner,
Kandi Kent, and Sandy
Wagner combined for a
second place finish in the
1600 m eter relay,
running their best time
of the year, 4:08.1
Kent also took fourth
in the55meter dash with
a time of 75 seconds, and
Beschoner took sixth in
the 55 m eter hurdles
w ith a tim e of 9.0
seconds, only 02 away
from third place.
The Lakers run again
at Michigan State this
weekend, where they
will be up against every
school in the state.

